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Updates Every 14 Days, Are You Crazy?
Why would DDOTS
send out updates to
their systems every
couple of weeks?
If CREDIT is so good, why do you
need to send out Upgrades every
14 days?

Visit the DDOTS Exhibit Table at the
Fall Meeting, September 26.
Rochester, MN

The answer to that is easy. Users
have ideas. Ideas mean more
efficient use of staff time. Saving
staff time translates into higher
quality research. And, users have
ideas.
From the beginning in May 1995,
CREDIT has been “User Driven”.
That is why it is still referred to
across the country as the
“CREDIT Project”. Every new
installation brings on a new group
of experienced research
specialists. And they have ideas.
It is the position of DDOTS that
these ideas get shared with staff in
all institutions. So, when Jerry has
an idea in Newark; DDOTS
listens. Then the idea goes into
analysis and development. Finally
it is sent to Jerry for testing. Once
approval is given, that new code is
automatically uploaded into all
CREDIT institutions and becomes
available for enabling. That
translates to saving staff from
those organizations time too.
Perhaps a week later, Jennifer is
using Jerry’s new report and she
has an idea of how to improve it;

Visit the DDOTS Exhibit Table at the
Fall Meeting, September 28 & 29.
Denver, CO

Visit the DDOTS Exhibit Table at the
Fall Meeting, October 5 & 6.
Huntington Beach, CA

DDOTS listens. This process is
played over and over hundreds of
times a month, and CREDIT just
gets better and better and better.

DDOTS September Collaborators

CREDIT Users have ideas.
DDOTS Listens. Updates are
automatic and frequent. CREDIT
gets better, staff get happier, and
administration is more efficient.
Users have ideas….
Call DDOTS now for an
introductory tour of what CREDIT,
IDEA, and IRBANA solutions can
do for your research. Or, visit the
DDOTS Website:
http://www.ddots.com
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Sheila Evans was instrumental in getting the CREDIT system
installed in September, 2005. While staff came up to speed with
that solution, she was already planning on installing the Pharmacy
Component.

”Investigational Drug Environmental Accountability” (IDEA) was
installed under the direction of John Grouse. Both installations
The DDOTS Navigator is published to meet with great success, and Evans knows why.

introduce news that has occurred in the
ongoing development of Cancer
Research Environmental Data
Information Tracking (CREDIT).
Since 1995 CREDIT© has been in
constant growth.
th
May of 2007, marked the 12 anniversary
of this powerful system. Installed at sites
across the country, CREDIT© is the
leader in Collaborative Clinical Research
Administration.

Evans has planned annual training for her staff since the initial
sessions in 2005. Again, this September, she has 2 days on-site
training planned for her staff.
Congratulations, Sheila, John and supporting cast. Well done!
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The development of IDEA©
Web-based software was
supported, in part, by Grant
No. 1U43CA78105-01 from the
National Cancer Institute,
Small Business Innovation
Research program. Its contents
are solely the responsibility of
DDOTS, Inc. and do not
necessarily represent the official
views of the National Cancer
Institute.
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